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ABSTRACT
Demand for residential houses in urban areas has become a major problem facing town planners today.
With the high increase in urbanization due to the increase in population, residential houses are
becoming more difficult to find. Planners aim at developing new ideas to combat the high increase in
the demand for residential buildings. In recent times, different methods of analysis have been
introduced that will help planners select best locations to erect residential houses.
A Geographic information system (GIS) is one of the tools for analyzing and storing a great deal of
information. Over the years, GIS technology has been introduced into planning and the result has been
of great help to urban planners in planning sustainable environment for residents. This research aims at
using GIS technology and multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) to determine possible locations to
build residential houses and analyzing different methods of selecting suitability areas within the study
area. An MCDA map was produced from the combination of different factors and constraint which
include elevation, orientation of the building (direction), the soil type and land use type. Proximity
analysis was also done to find out how infrastructures (existing roads, shopping malls and health care
enter) are close to the study area. Results show that the southern, eastern, and a part of western side of
the study area is better to build residential houses than other areas.
Three different methods (visual interpretation method, seeding method and neighborhood method)
where used to find out which method produces the most suitable locations within the study area. In
order to calculate the suitability areas and suitability values, the sum of pixel values were calculated for
each method. The visual interpretation method servers as a standard method of deciding the suitability
area covers 15,375 m² and has the highest suitability values of about 500 pixels. The seeding method
was used as an automatic method for selecting the suitability area; result shows that the suitability area
covers 17,421 m² and has the highest suitability value of about 1200 pixels. The neighborhood method
was calculated using two different statistics (mean statistics and majority statistics). The mean statistics
covers an area of 12,439 m² while the majority statistics covers an area of 14,332 m². From analysis
carried out, the seeding method is preferred for selecting suitability areas than the visual interpretation
method and the neighborhood method but the visual interpretation method covers more suitability area
than the seeding method and neighborhood method.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Urbanization can be defined as an increase in the general population of any urban area and it
is one of the changes happening in the world today (Cheng et al., 2007). Urbanization plays a
very important aspect in any city as regard to the environment, economy and social life
(O’Meara, 1999). One of the major causes of urbanization is the movement of people from
rural areas to urban areas in search of better life and job opportunities due to high-rise in
industrialization.

Housing has been a serious issue in most cities in Sweden, thereby reducing the potential of
urban growth. It is also one of the major challenges faced by visiting students, researchers
and skilled workers. The situation need to be improved to accommodate these foreign visitors
(Ahlfeldt, 2012).

With the high increase in rural-urban drift together with increased immigration, residential
pressure has increased drastically. As urbanization tends to grow, more houses are being
constructed thereby increasing the search for sites for engineering construction (Dai et al.,
2001). In a study carried out by Semadeni-Davis et al. (2007), water managers and sewer
treatment plants have been found to be a problem in many parts of Sweden as a result of
growth in population around the city center, and if attention is not placed on housing
locations, there is a higher likelihood of greater problems in the nearest future. Urban
planners have aimed at providing sustainable and environmental friendly locations for the
increase in urbanization in different cities. However, planners and decision makers often face
the problem in dealing with lot of decisions in planning a city and selecting the best locations
to build houses (Witlox, 2005); therefore, in planning a city, a well-structured comprehensive
plan is the key to the development of the city. In building, residential houses in Gävle
municipality, developers send proposals to the municipality on the kind of building that they
intend to build (for instance a 5 level building on a 1000 m² site) on the said location. Next
planners in the municipality make a comprehensive decision to make sure it is suitable, and
decide if the density is suitable for the said location (see figure 16 appendix 6).
Geographic information system (GIS) and remote sensing (RS) technology have been very
useful in monitoring different problems that occurs in the development of a city, thereby
guiding planners to make the right and accurate decisions in planning a city. GIS, RS and
database management systems have been used in calculating, monitoring, modeling and
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predicting urban growth in cities around the world (Sudhira et al., 2004). Javadian et al.
(2011) defines GIS as a computer based system used for creating, managing and analyzing
graphic and attribute data and it has proved useful for many professionals, such as managers,
planners, engineers and decision makers, as a useful tool for decision making. Together with
RS, it is a useful tool in solving urbanization problems faced by planners in different parts of
the world. The introduction of GIS has greatly increased the storage, updating, retrieval, and
display of geographic data that were previously maintained on paper into computer format
(Klosterman, 1995). Also, GIS technology has increased the ability to analyze spatially and
geographically related problems, and has been useful in providing more information from
public and private organizations to help in making better decisions (Klosterman, 1995). With
accurate predictions of urban growth, planners can understand the growth development of a
city and fine best locations to build new residential houses.

1.2 Research Focus
Planning is very important in the development and control of urban sprawl. One important
decision to be considered in every development is site selection (Koc-San et al., 2013).
Construction of and improving urban residential areas need detailed decisions in site selection
for the process of urban development (Xu & Coors, 2012). Planners must consider certain
factors such as social economic characteristics of the site, physical layout, available land area
and land suitability (Thomson & Hardin, 2000), as well as environmental suitability before
selecting the best locations to build residential houses.
GIS and remote sensing are powerful tools and have the ability to manage very complex and
huge amounts of data obtained from different sources, providing cost effective and quick
methods of solving housing problems (Koc-San et al., 2013). According to Stillwell et al.
(1999) GIS technologies have been useful in solving planning problems. Site location is
mainly based on geographic conditions such as land use type (Roig-Tierno et al., 2013). With
the combination of spatial and non-spatial data, the selection of housing location can be
archived using GIS technology (Cheng et al., 2007). Changes and modifications of buildings
and spatial organization are frequently carried out in cities when planning is not done
properly (Ruiz et al., 2012). In order to avoid these frequent changes and modifications, the
planning of new residential areas must be carefully organized and this can be achieved using
GIS technologies. Therefore, this research is mainly focused on how to determine a suitable
area using GIS methods.
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1.3 Aim, Scope, Research Questions and Limitation of the Project
The aim of this study is to analyze different methods of determining suitable areas within a
certain area (in this case Södra Hemlingby in Gävle municipality, Sweden). In order to
achieve good results in determining suitable areas, different factors will be combined with
constraints to produce a multi criteria decision analysis (MCDA) map for the study area. The
production of a correct MCDA map will affect the selection of suitable areas.
For this study, only physical factors such as land use type, soil types, etc. have been
considered to determine the possible locations to build residential houses. Selection of best
locations will be determined by closeness to infrastructures such as roads, shopping malls and
health care center. Other physical factors such as watershed, vegetation, wildlife, etc. could
have been considered, but due to the time frame, these factors were omitted. Selecting
suitability areas was done using three different methods: visual interpretation, moving
window filter (neighborhood analysis) and seeding method. These methods were compared
against each other and analyzed to determine which method produces a better result.
The following research questions are put forward: How does the municipality of Gävle
determine suitable areas today? What suitable areas are determined by using the visual
interpretation method, neighborhood analysis and region growing (seeding method),
respectively? Why do these methods produce different results and which and why is to be
preferred? How can the municipality of Gävle improve their method in the future? These are
questions which will be answered as seen in the following chapters. Chapter two gives an
insight of research through a literature review on the topic (GIS, MCDA, land use
management and image segmentation). Chapter three describes the study area, data, software
and method used to carry out the analysis. Chapter four presents the results obtained. Chapter
five discusses the entire report while chapter six conclude with recommendations.
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2 Literature Study
2.1 Geographic Information System (GIS)
GIS is a tool that combines spatial and non–spatial data sets to create thematic maps
illustrating a variety of demographic information relating to population, housing and
economic activities (Cheng et al., 2007). GIS technology has a variety of capabilities such as
supporting location studies (Fan, 2009), and taking advantage of this, GIS can handle spatial
and non–spatial data, data management and integration, data query and analysis and data
visualization (Li et al., 2003).

In a study carried out by Dai et al. (2001), GIS provides a powerful tool for geoenvironmental assessment in support of urban land use planning. GIS technologies have been
used in housing construction and site location in different locations around the world. The use
of GIS technologies for selecting best locations in construction have usually been limited to
basic functions of visualization, querying and preliminary analytical functions of overlapping,
buffering and network analysis (Cheng et al., 2007). However, research carried out over the
years in different places in the world has shown that the use of GIS technology also has been
effective in urban development and location based problems.
Studies have shown that the use of GIS technology alone cannot provide suitable decision
making in selecting best locations to build houses. According to Jankowski (1995),
arguments have arisen over the use of GIS technologies alone for making better decisions.
For example, Joerin and Musy (2000) concluded that to make better decisions on land
management and locations, GIS technology has to be combined with multi–criteria decision
analysis (MCDA). GIS technology analyses, manages, creates and manipulates geographic
data, but for better decision–making process, a combination with MCDA provides a better
reliable decision.

2.2 Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA)
GIS-based multi-criteria decision analysis (GIS-MCDA) can be defined as a process that
transforms and combine geographical data (map criteria) and value judgment (decision
makers preference and uncertainties) to obtain appropriate and useful information for
decision making (Boroushaki & Malczewki, 2010). According to Chakhar and Mousseau
(2007), although GIS is a powerful tool that can collect, store, manage and analyze spatial
data, it has limitations in spatial decision making.
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Joerin and Musy (2000) stated that integration of analytical techniques designed to work with
MCDA problems within a GIS context could offer more functionality to users and improve
the decision-making process in spatial contexts and land suitability assessments. Therefore,
MCDA can be used to allow evaluation of different options according to many criteria, often
conflicting in order to guide the decision maker towards judicious choices (Roy, 1996).
MCDA have been used in different ways in making better decision such as hazard analysis,
best site selection, financial management, forest management, water, traffic and
transportation management, etc.
Several researchers have utilized GIS-MCDA in site selection process. For example,
Rikalovic et al. (2014) used the combination of GIS-MCDA in selecting an industrial site. In
their research, they created a suitability map from several criteria such as road distance,
protective area, water distance, etc. The resulting suitability map was used to visualize the
problem of industrial site selection. Dehe and Bamford (2015) used the same GIS-MCDA
technology in planning new development for healthcare infrastructure. In their research, they
compared two MCDA models (evidential reasoning model and the analytical hierarchy
process). Using seven criteria such as environmental and safety, size, total cost, accessibility,
design, risk and population, possible locations were decided using the evidential reason
model. The result obtained was later compared with the analytical hierarchy process. They
concluded that the two methods both produced a good way of selecting site location.
However, with the use of GIS-MCDA, healthcare services reached an agreement in
identifying better health care location. Also, Jelokhani-Niaraki and Malczewski (2015) used
GIS-MCDA in solving parking site problems in Iran. Their researched utilized the use of
assigning weights to different criteria. They concluded that GIS-MCDA can be used to
support site selection. It has been argued that GIS-MCDA systems can potentially provide a
flexible problem-solving framework where participants can explore, understand and redefine
a decision problem (Kyem, 2004).

2.3 Land Use Management and GIS
Due to the population growth in urban areas, land use and management have frequently been
altered along the urban borders (Sudhira et al., 2004). Problems such as land use
management, population density, housing density and movement pattern have been major
concerns to both planners and urban developers. Therefore, planners have tried to find
different methods to provide housing facilities to combat the rapid increase in urbanization,
while still considering different features that affect land use and the environment in order to
provide sustainable living. Modern technologies have been introduced and used in land use
6

management and housing acquisition, which have helped in monitoring the growth of
settlements, predict where good locations can be found, and understand the land use system
(Thomson & Hardin, 2000). GIS and RS technology have been employed and proved to be
useful in land use management, site selection and housing development in different parts of
the world.

According to Fedra (1999), most urban environmental problems do have spatial dimensions
that can be addressed with GIS capabilities. For example, in Malaysia, certain district
councils and municipalities have invested in GIS technology for planning purposes and the
results have been helpful in managing their land use system. The governor of Lagos state
(Nigeria) recently adopted the use of GIS and digital mapping for land administration and he
stated that GIS is a tool for total life change that can confront the challenges the city faces
(Vanguard, 2009). Dai et al. (2001), argue that GIS has aided geo-environmental evaluation
for urban land use planning for the urban area of Lanzhou city in China. With the capabilities
of GIS technology, many developing countries are investing seriously in GIS technology for
planning their environment and providing sustainable environment for residents.

2.4 Image Segmentation
Image segmentation is a fundamental method in image processing by which images are
separated into different regions with smaller characteristics (Wang et al., 2016). This is
regarded an important aspect in image processing as it assists in image analysis and
understanding (Li et al., 2016). The main goal of image segmentation is to find objects of
interest from an image. Wang et al. (2016) argue that image segmentation has been widely
studied because it can simplify thousands of pixels into fewer pixels. Image segmentation
can be used in different applications such as biomedical image analysis, target recognition,
etc. (Li et al., 2016). Image segmentation can be divided into different categories such as
histogram thresholding based method, clustering based method, region based method, etc.
(Wang et al., 2016). Wang et al. (2016) defines the region based method of image
segmentation as a process where image pixels are grouped into clusters, retaining
connectivity among the pixels of the same clusters. Examples of region based method include
region growing, region splitting and merging, clustering, etc. (Li et al., 2016).

For this study, the visual interpretation method, region growing method and grouping pixel
values method will be used. According to Guoying et al. (2011), region growing is a type of
image segmentation technique, where similar neighboring regions are merged together
7

thereby reducing the dissimilarity outside these regions. Seeding generation (region growing
method) is a process of producing classes or similar kind of small region that can be used as
input for seeding region growing (Wang et al., 2016). According to Lin et al. (2012), seeding
region growing is a good method of extracting information from satellite images.
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3 Materials and Methods
3.1 Description of the Study Area
The study area Södra Hemlingby is located south of the city Gävle in Sweden, about 25
minutes by bus to the city center and about 18 minutes by private car. The study area can be
found between latitude and longitude 60˚ 38.487’N, 17˚ 09.258’E and 60˚ 38.318’N, 17˚
09.352’ E. The study area covers 622,749 m² of land. It is characterized by rich vegetation
and different soil types ranging from bare rocks to peat, sandy till soil, etc. Södra Hemlingby
is owned by Gävle municipality and it is designed to accommodate about 200-400 apartments
in mixed density and mixed tenure. Södra Hemlingby is one of the locations Gävle
municipality has considered to achieve the vision described in its 2025 comprehensive plan.
This area was selected as the study area because of its size and closeness to shopping malls
and existing roads. This location is a new development area, which will be suitable for people
who work close to the city center. Figure 1 shows the map of Sweden and the study area.

Figure 1: Map of Sweden showing Study area

3.2 Data and Software
In carrying out this study, different data sets were combined to determine the best location for
building residential houses. The data used are listed in the following paragraph. The
following software was also used in processing the dataset made available: ArcGIS 10.0 and
ERDAS IMAGINE 2011. The SWEREF99 TM spatial reference system was used which has
the following parameters: Name: GCS_SWEREF99 TM, angular unit is in degree (0.02),
prime meridian is the Greenwich meridian (0.00), datum is the D_SWEREF99, spheroid:
9

GRS_1980, semi major axis has a value of 6378137.00, semi minor Axis has a value of
6356752.31 and inverse flattening is known to be 298.25. Data used are listed below:


Aerial photograph of the study area obtained from Gävle municipality. The aerial
photograph has a resolution of 0.25 m and was produced in June 2012.



Elevation data of the study area obtained from Gävle municipality. The elevation data
were in contour line (shape-file) format.



Soil map of the study area obtained from the geological survey of Sweden (SGU,
2012). The soil map used was already classified into the different soil classes found
within the study area. Produced in November 2012



Comprehensive plan of the study area obtained from Gävle municipality.

3.3 Methods
The raw data provided were processed using different methods in order to produce the final
MCDA map which shows possible locations to build residential houses within the study area.
The aerial photograph was georeferenced to the right projection and a digital elevation model
(DEM) and aspect map were produced from the elevation map. The soil map was then reclassified to the type of soil types found within the study area to produce a new soil map, and
a soil factor map was produced by multiplying the new soil map with different weights
depending on the soil types within the study area. Another factor map was produced from the
combination of the aerial photograph, DEM and aspect map. These factor maps were then
combined with the constraint map which shows possible locations to build residential houses
to produce a final MCDA map. Proximity analysis was carried out to know possible locations
to build residential houses which are close to existing infrastructure. Suitability values were
also calculated from the MCDA map using three different methods (visual interpretation
method, seeding method and neighborhood methods). These methods are discussed in the
following sub sections.
3.3.1 Georeferencing
According to Legat (2006), geo-referencing is the determination of geometric relation
between the image data and real world representation (represented by some referenced
frame). The aim is to determine the exterior orientation (EO) parameters of the image sensor
at the time of recording and the resolution of scene from the image data (Legat, 2006). The
aerial photograph used for this study is free from all atmospheric distortions, but not in the
right projection system. The aerial photograph had to be geo-referenced before it would be
used for further analysis. In geo-referencing the aerial photograph, at least three control
10

points must be identified from the photograph. A control point must belong to a known
coordinate system and the location on ground must be known. Using the geo-referencing tool
in ArcGIS, the aerial photograph can be geo-referenced to the right coordinate system. To
yield a better result, all data used for this project must carry the same projections and
coordinate system. A first order polynomial transformation was carried out on the aerial
photograph and thus, the coordinates were transformed to the correct spatial reference
system. Figure 2a and 2b shows the original aerial photograph and the georeferenced aerial
photograph that was provided.

Figure 2(a): Original aerial photograph (b) georeferenced aerial photograph of study area showing
ground control points with red crosses used in geo referencing the image. The three control points
used were relatively well distributed within the aerial photograph to produce accurate geo referencing.

The three ground-control points used in geo-referencing the aerial photograph were obtained
from the study area representing the same location on google earth with the right coordinate
system. Three identical locations were selected on both images using the shape file of the
study area and the transformation was done on the aerial photograph. The coordinates of the
points were inputted in the software (table 1). Once the coordinate was fixed, image
rectification and updating the aerial photograph was done.
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Table 1: Coordinates of ground control point
S/N

Longitude

Latitude

1

17˚ 09’ 30.48’’

60˚ 38’ 48.17’’

2

17˚ 09’ 48.33”

60˚ 38’ 03.82”

3

17˚ 08’ 51.09”

60˚ 38’ 42.79”

The soil map made available was not in the right projection system and not geo referenced. In
order for the aerial photograph and the soil map to overlap, the soil map has to be georeferenced using the aerial photograph as a target point and the soil map as reference point.
Another first order polynomial was carried out using the geo-referenced aerial photograph as
the control point. Figure 3 shows the geo-referenced soil map.

Figure 3: Geo-referenced soil map showing ground control point with the red crosses

3.3.2 Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
Modeling done in environmental sciences for spatial analysis and modeling greatly depends
on elevation data (Ludwig & Schneider, 2006). A digital elevation model (DEM) is a
mathematical representation of topography usually made up of equally sized cells with values
of elevation (Chaplot et al., 2006). The use of DEMs in building applications within urban
areas are of high importance in applications such as cartography, mobile communication,
architecture, photo interpretations, street flight interpretation, etc. (Gabet et al., 1997).
DEMs are obtained from elevation data using an interpolation method. According to Kim
(2004), interpolation may be regarded as a process of producing data on a desired level of
discrete grid when acquired data are not available on that grid. The kriging interpolation
method was used to generate the DEM. Point shape files including height values (Zcoordinate), northern and eastern values (X and Y coordinates) were generated from the
12

DEM contour map using the add coordinate tool X and Y coordinate. Table 1 in appendix 1
shows the coordinate values obtained. Elevation and aspect maps were obtained from the
DEM contour map. Fig 4a shows the study area and the contour line before the creation of the
DEM and figure 4b shows the resulting DEM. Figure 9 and 12 in appendix 4 shows the
aspect map and slope map created.

Figure 4(a): Study area showing contour lines and elevation points. (b): Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) showing Elevation Points

3.3.3 Supervised Classification
Land covers and biophysical properties of the earth surface can be predicted using RS images
(Atkinson, 2004). Analysis done using RS images and land cover classification is essential
for process modeling, management and planning (Atkinson, 2004). According to Keuche et
al. (2003), due to the nature of the earth surface, spectral reflectance recorded by satellite
sensors usually differ in land cover class depending on the slope and aspect. Foody (2002),
therefore argues that for any RS image to yield a better result, a correct land cover
classification is very important. Classification can be performed in several ways e.g.
supervised classification or unsupervised classification, parametric or non-parametric,
contextual or non-contextual (Keuche et al., 2003). For the scope of this study, supervised
and unsupervised classifications were used. Supervised classification is a process where the
aerial photograpy is being trained by human operator rather than the computer. Statistics such
as mean, variance etc. are usually calculated. An unsupervised classification is the direct
13

opposite of the supervised classification where the operator decides the number of classes and
the software preforms the classification. The statistics state the rule during the classification
when the software decides to which class every raster cell belongs. The classification is ended
with an evaluation control.

The geo-referenced aerial photograph was exported from ArcGIS to ERDAS IMAGINE in an
image file format (img). Once the image was in ERDAS, classification and other spatial
analysis were done on the aerial photograph. Before the image was classified, image
enhancement (histogram equalization) was performed. Histogram equalization stretched the
pixel values to a range of 0-255. This enhancement made it possible to distinguish different
features in the image. In classifying the aerial photograph, three different band combinations
were used. Band 3, band 2 and band 1 were combined to produce a good classification. This
band combination used for the classification of this study is known as the natural color
combination. It is the best approach for showing landscape in colors. Band 3 detects
chlorophyll absorption in vegetation, band 2 detects the green reflectance from vegetation and
band 1 is more suited for penetration of water. Band 1 also differentiates soil type and
vegetation distinguishes forest types (Geospatial data service center, 2012). A combination of
band 3, 2, 1, healthy leaf is seen as green and recent cut areas as light green, unhealthy
vegetation is seen as either brown or yellow.
The study area was classified into three different types: forest, unhealthy vegetation and bare
soil. Training areas were drawn to classify the land use type. Each land use type was trained
in three different areas to classify the aerial photograph accurately. Once the aerial
photograph was classified, recoding was carried out. Recoding is an easy way of merging
identical subclasses. Accuracy assessment was carried out to determine the pixel accuracy of
the classified map. A total of 250 random points was selected by the software from the
classified map where the operator assigns the correct code to determine how accurate his
work is. An accuracy of 80% is usually acceptable for most classification. An assessment
report is generated to ascertain the level of pixel accuracy, an accuracy of 83% was achieved.
The result obtained from the classified map shows the different types of land use that exist
within the study area and further analysis can then be carried out to know which locations
best suit the building of residential houses. Figure 11 in appendix 4 shows the land use
classification.
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3.3.4 Soil
The soil type within the study area is an important factor to consider for the type of structure
that can be erected on the study area. The soil type used for erecting a structure will
determine the rate of expansion to the foundation and the type of structure it can hold.
According to Nordin (2010), sandy till is the most common type of soil type found in Sweden
and because of its physical properties, it is regarded as very good soil type for building
houses. However, solid rock such as crystalline bedrock is known to be one of the best types
of soil for building houses. It can handle heavy buildings (Condy, 2012). For the purpose of
this study, sandy till is considered the best soil type for building residential houses. Bedrock
also has good physical properties and can hold building weight, thus it is considered also
good for building residential houses. Gravel which was are also found within the study area is
best for road constructions and rail construction, floor finishing in houses etc. Peat is organic
matter mixed. Organic matter soil such as peat is in the process of decomposition. Due to the
high rate of decomposition and other properties, this soil type is not a good choice for
building houses (Condy, 2012) due to its properties of poor stability and sensitivity to
formation and landslides (Nordin, 2010). Figure 10 in appendix 4 shows the soil type within
the study area.
3.3.5 Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA)
MCDA is usually carried out by weighting different criteria against each other and combining
the results together. For the purpose of this study, MCDA was done using ERDAS. Four
different factor maps (a soil factor map, a slope factor map, a land use factor map and aspect
factor map) were created and combined with the constraint map to produce the MCDA map.
Figure 5 shows the flow chart used for the creation of the MCDA map. The soil factor map
was created from the soil type found within the study area: sandy till, peat, bedrock and
gravel. Each soil type has pixel values between 0 and 255, the sandy till and bedrock have
higher pixel values (table 2). The study area have three different slope types: high slope,
medium slope and low slope (table 2). The high slope and medium slope areas have higher
pixel values (table 2). Land use in the study area were categorised as cleared area, unhealthy
vegetation and forest areas (table 2). The cleared area and unhealthy vegetation have higher
pixel values. Different slope directions (south, south west and south east, west and east and
flat surface, north west, north east and north directions) is found in the study area. The south
and south east directions have higher pixel values. Each of the factor maps created was then
multiplied with a corresponding weight obtained from the AHP calculation (see figure 15 in
appendix 5) and later multiplied together to a combined factor map. Table 2 below shows the
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factor map created with the assigned weights, remark and pixel values and figures 1, 2, 3 and
4 in appendix 2 shows the factor maps created.
The Constraints maps were produced from the soil map, slope, aspect map and land use type
which are considered not favourable for building residential houses. The constraint maps
have values of either 0 or 1, where 0 represents impossible to build on and 1 represents
possible to build on. The combined constraint map is a combination of peat soil, low slope,
forest areas and direction (north and north east) as seen in table 3 and figures 5, 6, 7 and 8 in
appendix 3 shows the constraints map created.
Soil factor map
×
0.4304

+

Land use factor map
Slope factor map
+
×
×
+
0.1490
0.2846

Aspect factor map
×
0.1361

Combined Factor ×
Map
MCDA MAP

×
Combined Constraint map

Low Slope
×

North and
North east
Direction

×

Soil
Peat and
Gravel

×

Forest

Figure 5: Flow chart showing the creation of MCDA map.
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Table 2: Factor map.
S/N
1

Type
Soil

Weight
0.4304

2

Slope map

0.246

3

Land use

0.1490

4

Aspect

0.1361

Pixel Value
Sandy till = 255
Bedrock = 200
Other soil = 0
High slope = 255
Medium slope = 250
Other slope = 0

Source
Soil map

Remark
Best soil types to build
residential houses on.

DEM

Easy drainage pattern.

Cleared area = 255
Unhealthy vegetation = 250
Other land use = 0
Southern = 255
South west = 250
Other direction = 0

Aerial Photo

Housing development area.

DEM

Conserve heat during cold and
warm period.

Table 3: Constraint maps and their sources.
S/N Constrain map
Pixel value
1
Low slope
Low slope = 0

Source
DEM

Remark
Difficult drainage pattern.

2

North Directions

North = 0
North east = 0

Aspect Map

North directions don’t conserve
much heat during cold periods.

3

Peat Soil

Peat = 0
Gravel = 0

Soil map

Very poor soil structure. Poor
stability and sensitivity to
formation and landslides.

4

Forest

Forest = 0

Land use
type

Protect the environment (saving
the forest).

3.3.6 Pixel Calculations
The MCDA map produced is classified into low suitability area and high suitability area. For
the purpose of this study, only the high suitability areas will be analyzed. The pixel values
produced from the MCDA map range from 0 to 255. An area with pixel values of 0 is
regarded as low suitability areas while an area with pixel values of 255 has higher suitability.
An interval of 200 to 255 was used to select the high suitability areas. Three different
methods were used to determine which areas produces high suitability areas, containing high
suitability values, namely the visual interpretation method, the seeding method and the
neighborhood analysis.
The visual interpretation method is a process where the operator manually selects suitable
areas depending on what the operator can see from the MCDA map produced. This can be
greatly affected by individual visual acuity. In this method, the operator visually selects
different locations where pixel values are between 200 and 255. This will result in a new
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visually interpreted map that will be converted to a raster map and the sum of the pixels for
each configured area will be calculated. The visual interpretation method was carried out
using ERDAS IMAGINE 2011 and exported to ArcGIS 10.0 for pixel calculations.

The seeding method is an automatic method of determining suitable areas. This process
entails the selection of regional grouping using neighborhood, geographic constraints and
spectral euclidean distance. The neighborhood search radius is a filter window used in
selecting which pixels will be captured and used for analysis. The neighborhood search radius
can be performed in two ways, the four-neighbor search and the eight-neighbor search. The
four-neighbor search, considers only the top, below, left and right pixels as the search radius
(filter window) while the eight-neighbor search considers the diagonals pixels also as the
search radius in the image. The eight-neighbor search has a wider search range of pixels
which will improve the desired result as an automatic method in selecting suitability area
within the study area. The geographic constraint (distance) and the spectral euclidean distance
specifies the allowable pixel area that will be covered in the region growing properties. The
choice of distance selected affects the extent of pixel area that will be covered and used for
analysis. A shorter distance means smaller areas will be considered in the region growing.
Using a longer distance enables higher areas to be covered, thereby increasing the chances of
getting better results. The seeding method will produce a new seeding map which will be
used for further analysis. The MCDA map produced has pixel values from 0 to 255, and a
threshold of 200 and 255 is used to select high suitability areas. Values that fall lower than
the threshold values will not be selected by the software and thus will not be used in further
analysis. In order to use the full capabilities of the seeding function, the eight neighborhood
will be used as the search radius, an infinite distance is used as the geographic constraint and
the spectral euclidean distance also has an infinite value in other to extend the growing
properties of the seeding method. This process of selecting suitable areas was done using
ERDAS IMAGINE 2011 and exported to ArcGIS 10.0 for pixel calculations.
The neighborhood analysis method is another automatic way of selecting high suitability
areas within the study area. The neighborhood analysis can be performed using different
statistical methods such as the mean statistics, minimum statistics, majority statistics, etc. For
this study, the mean statistics and majority statistics were used. The mean statistics captures
the average value of the pixel values found within every filter window and while the majority
statistics captures the most common pixel values found within the filter window. Using the
same threshold values of between 200 and 255 pixels, a 7 × 7 filter window moved in a
particular direction selecting all pixels that falls within this range was used. This method
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entails the growing of pixels in different directions and grouping pixels with the same pixel
values.
The different methods, that is the visual interpretation method, the seeding methods and the
neighborhood analysis, were compared against each other by analyzing the suitability values
and suitability area through calculating the sum of pixel values and the area covered by
different regions in the high suitability area. The differences in area between the three
methods were calculated. Each pixel from the MCDA map falls into a different suitability and
has a value. The pixel values within every cell is added together to generate the total sum of
pixel value in that method. The pixel values were compared in each method to ascertain
which method has highest pixel values, while the area shows which method covers larger
high suitability areas. The sum of pixel values where calculated using the zonal statistics
function where a zone is defined as all areas in the input have the same value (ArcGIS 10.0,
2012). The sum is calculated by adding values of all cells in the raster that belong to the same
zone as the output.
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4 Results
4.1 Possible locations to build houses
Using a technical method in selecting suitable areas to build residential houses, such as
MCDA, different factors and constraints were combined to produce different suitable
locations where residential houses can be built. The combinations of factors and constraints
showed locations to build residential houses within the study area as illustrated in figure 6.
The pixel value of the MCDA map ranges from 0 to 255. White areas show high suitability
areas while black areas show low suitability areas.

Figure 6: Study area showing possible locations to build residential houses (MCDA Map)

4.2 Selection of suitable areas
Selection of suitable areas was done using three different methods namely: visual
interpretation method, neighborhood analysis method and seeding method. Each of these
methods produced different results which also will be discussed section 5.
4.2.1 Visual interpretation
Possible locations where residential houses can be built were visually selected from the
MCDA result obtained. The analyst tries to select suitability location visually by looking at
the results and a new suitability map is produced. Figure 7 shows suitability locations using
the visual interpretation method.
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Figure 7: Study area showing possible suitability locations using visual interpretation method

Six high suitability locations in the visual interpretation method were found (figure 7). The
areas of each region and the total area covered by this method were calculated using the areas
of the polygons created. Table 4 shows the areas covered by each region. The visual
interpretation method covers a total area of 15,375 m².
Table 4: Areas of selected regions for the visual interpretation method
ID

Area (m²)

(Region)

Sum of
values in
Pixel Area

1
2
3
4
5
6
Total

1976
7594
3016
1361
840
589
15,375

241
537
418
174
174
116
1,660

Also, the pixel values were summed for each of the different regions as well as the total sum
of pixel values for this method in the high suitability areas. The sum of pixel values covered
is 1,660. High suitability area is considered as areas that has pixel values ranging from 250
pixels and above. The results show that regions 2 and 3 have the highest suitability values as
compared to region 1 and especially regions 4, 5, 6 which have the lowest suitability values,
as seen in table 4. Therefore, region 2 and 3 represents better suitability for urban
development using this method.
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4.2.2 Seeding method
The seeding method uses a region growing technique to select location of suitability. This
method is an automatic way of selecting suitability area, mainly carried out by the software.
This method entails the selection of similar pixel values within a given geographical area
depending on certain thresholds that have been set, such as distance, pixel values and
suitability. The threshold used in the seeding method were locations which have pixel values
between 200 and 255, i.e. classified as locations with high suitability values, and an infinite
coverage distance. High suitability area is considered as areas that has pixel values ranging
from 250 pixels and above. The high suitability locations in the seeding method can be seen
in figure 8. The area of each region was calculated using the area of the polygon created.
Table 5 illustrates the area covered by each region. The seeding method covers a total area of
17,421 m².

Figure 8: Study area showing possible suitability locations using the seeding method.

Table 5: Table showing the area of selected regions for Seeding method
ID

Area (m²)

(Region)
1
2
3
4
5
6
Total

Sum of values
in Pixel Area

2397
8288
3138
1561
1140
897
17,421

618
1259
505
403
463
382
3,630

The pixel values were summed to show the degree of suitability in all the different regions.
The pixel values of all regions in the high suitability areas were added together to obtain the
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total sum of pixel. The sum of pixel values covered is 3630. Here the result shows that region
1 and 2 has a better suitability values as compared to other regions.
4.2.3 Neighborhood analysis method
The neighborhood analysis method uses a region growing technique to select location of
suitability. This is also an automatic method of selecting suitability areas. This method of
selecting suitable areas employs the use of filter windows moving in a direction and capturing
new pixels using the same threshold value that has been set in the seeding method. The
neighborhood analysis uses the mean statistics and the majority statistics. For this study, a 7 ×
7 filter window was used as the search radius. This enables the software to cover not too little
area and not too much area. Using this method provides an excellent way of selecting suitable
area using a different approach. The filter window moves over the image covering the entire
study area and capturing locations of high suitability areas having pixel values between 200
and 255.
High suitability area is considered as areas that have pixel values ranging from 250 and
above. The high suitability locations using the neighborhood are illustrated in figure 9. The
area of each region was calculated using the area of the polygon created (table 6). The
neighborhood method covers a total area of 12,439 m² for the mean statistics while the
majority statistics covers 14,322 m².

Figure 9: Study area showing possible suitability locations using neighborhood method
(a) Mean statistics (b) Majority statistics
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Table 6: Table showing the area of selected regions for Neighborhood method
ID

Area (m²)

Sum of Pixel Area

Area (m²)

Sum of Pixel Area

(Region)

(Mean statistics)

(Mean statistics)

(Majority

(Majority

statistics)

statistics)

1851
7256
2696
1256
719
544
14,322

205
524
269
152
122
122
1,366

1
2
3
4
5
6
Total

1620
6920
2753
104
573
469
12,439

197
449
287
142
126
103
1,304

The pixel values were summed to show the suitability in each of the different regions and the
pixel values of all regions in the high suitability areas where added together to obtain the total
sum of values. Result shows that region 2 and 3 have higher suitability values as compared to
other regions using the mean statistics and the majority statistics for analysis.

4.3 Comparison between visual interpretation method, neighborhood
analysis and seeding method.
Results show that the three different methods classified their new maps into six different
regions. Further analysis shows a loss in pixel values in the visual interpretation method
compared with the seeding method. In region 1, the visual interpretation method lost about
380 in pixel value, while region 2 lost about 720 in pixel value when compared with the
seeding method. Other regions also recorded a loss in the pixel values. Region 3, 4, 5 and 6
lost the following pixel values of about 90, 230 and 290 and 270 pixel values respectively.
Result obtained from the neighborhood analysis method is presented using the mean statistics
and the majority statistics. There were gain in pixel values when the visual interpretation
method is compared with the neighborhood analysis (mean statistics and majority statistics).
Comparing the pixel area of the visual interpretation method against the mean statistics, result
shows that region 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 gained about 40, 90, 130, 30, 50 and 10 pixel value
respectively. Visual interpretation method compared to the majority statistics shows that there
was a gain in all six regions. Result shows that region 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 all gained about 40,
10, 150, 20, 50 and 10 pixel values respectively. Results shows that in all three method,
region 2 provides the best suitability areas.
In general, there is a possibility of selecting pixels that fall outside the threshold values in the
visual interpretation method since it is a manual method of selecting the suitability which can
affect the result. The use of an automatic method such as the seeding method and
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neighborhood method are more accurate in the selecting of suitability area. The difference in
the suitability values could be attributed to the choice of statistics and the filter window being
used in the neighborhood method.

4.4 Extra filtering method (Proximity analysis)
Proximity analysis is used to determine features that are within a range of a feature, either by
nearness or buffering. To determine the best location to build residential houses, proximity
analysis was carried out to know how close infrastructures (roads, health care center and
shopping malls) are to the study area which will serve as factors for selecting best locations to
build residential houses. Infrastructures closer to the study area provide easy access to
residents; thus, closeness to infrastructures plays a very important role in selecting the best
locations to build. Proximity analysis was done in ArcGIS.
Roads: In selecting the best locations to build residential houses, closeness to existing roads
were considered as an important factor. Locations further from existing roads imply increased
cost of construction for new roads and utilities along the road network. For the purpose of this
study, the major existing road along the study area was used. A road distance shape file was
created by the union of the road buffer zone and the boundary shape file. Road buffers were
created using distances of 300 m, 400 m and 500 m. Figure 10 shows the road buffer created
while tables 7 and 8 show the buffer distance created and alternative buffer that can be used
to select possible locations where residential houses can be built.

Figure 10: Road buffer
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Table 7: Buffer distance
S/N
1

Infrastructure
Road distance

2

Shopping Mall

3

Health care
center

4

Shopping mall
and health care
center
Road, shopping
mall and health
care center

5

source
Union of road
buffer and
boundary of
study area
Buffer of
shopping mall
Buffer of health
care center
Union of
shopping mall
and healthcare
Union of
shopping mall,
road and health
care center

Buffer distance
300 m
400 m
500 m
4000 m
5000 m
8000 m
9000 m
10,000 m
Nil

Nil

Table 8: Alternative buffer distance
S/N
1

Infrastructure
Road distance

2

Shopping Mall

3

Health care
center

4

Shopping mall
and health care
center
Road, shopping
mall and health
care center

5

source
Union of road
buffer and
boundary of
study area
Buffer of
shopping mall
Buffer of health
care center
Union of
shopping mall
and healthcare
Union of
shopping mall,
road and health
care center

Buffer distance
600 m
700 m
800 m
6000 m
7000 m
9000 m
10,000 m
11,000 m
Nil

Nil

Health care facilities: Health care also plays an important role in selecting the best location to
build residential houses. Two different buffers were created for the health care centers (4000
m and 5000 m).
Shopping malls: Closeness to shopping malls is another factor that was considered to
determine the best locations to build residential houses. Residents prefer to shop in locations
closer to them than locations further away. Buffer zones of 8000 m, 9000 m and 10,000 m
were created. Infrastructure (healthcare center and shopping malls) were combined to
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produce the best locations to build residential house as seen in figure 13, appendix 4.
Analyses were also carried out with the subtraction of different infrastructure to know how
the result differs. Figure 14 in appendix 4 shows locations where houses can be built using a
combination of closeness to road and closeness to healthcare center.
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5 Discussion
Urbanization is rapidly increasing all over the world and has caused a rise in number of
residential apartments in many parts of the world; thus, planners search for modern
technology to solve this problem. According Coutinho-Rodrigues et al. (2011), using multicriteria decision analysis and GIS technique, proper planning and building locations can be
well planned. GIS technology and RS are useful tools in determining best location to build
residential houses. With the introduction of GIS and RS, urban planners have found a better
solution in planning residential housing using modern technologies. Better and accurate
decisions can be effectively done using GIS and MCDA in building planning. The use of
MCDA in selecting possible locations to build residential houses has grown in the recent
years in the field of GIS. To produce a better MCDA map for the selection of possible
locations to build residential houses, physical factors such as elevation, soil types and land
use should be carefully analyzed. If the MCDA map is wrong, the possibility that the result
will be greatly affected tends to be high. The interpolation method selected for the design of
the DEM also plays an important aspect in producing a good MCDA map. This study is
similar to a study carried out by Zhang et al. (2007), where neighbourhood statistics was used
to measure geochemical variables in their study area using window sizes of 3 km × 3 km, 6
km × 6 km, 9 km × 9 km, 12 km × 12 km and 42 km × 42 km, where their result shows that
neighbourhood statistics of 9 km × 9 km and 12 km × 12 km window size produces better
result. They concluded that a combination of neighbourhood statistics and GIS is a good
method to determine boundaries. In another study carried out by Li et al. (2008),
neighbourhood statistics was compared with hand digitizing to determine the boundaries of
grains. Their result shows that using hand digitizing, 60% of the boundaries were correctly
identified. Their study also used the neighbourhood statistics of a 3 × 3 window size to
determine the boundaries of grain within their study area. Their result shows that boundaries
were accurately identified using this method.
Data used for this research was made available by the geological survey of Sweden and the
Gävle municipality. The data was produced in 2012 and the accuracy of the data used where
reliable and of good quality. The DEM was created from interpolation of elevation data
provided. The choice of interpolation method depends on the nature of the land, the elevation
data and the type of analysis been carried out and determines the accuracy of DEM. Many
interpolation methods do exist, such as the inverse distance weighting, natural neighbor,
kriging, etc., wherefore it is difficult to select which interpolation method will generate the
best surface result (Caruso and Quarta, 1998). There is no interpolation method that is better
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than another. Due to the spatial structure of the elevation data, the kriging interpolation
method was adopted for this project.
MCDA analysis was used to determine possible locations to build residential houses. This
was done by combining different factor maps (soil factor map, land use factor map, aspect
factor map and slope factor map) and multiplied with the corresponding weights to produce a
combined factor map and then merged with the constraint maps (peat and gravel soil, forest
areas, low land and direction) to produce possible locations where residential houses can be
built within the study area. A proximity analysis (nearness to infrastructures) was carried out
to know how close these locations are to nearby existing infrastructures such as roads, health
care center and shopping malls. Results obtained from the combination of the MCDA and the
proximity analysis can be used by the municipality in determining possible locations to build
residential houses. Weights used for the MCDA analysis and the proximity analysis are
subject to changes depending on the location of the proposed project and the closeness to the
existing infrastructures. In a study carried out by Uyan (2013), it was concluded that the use
of MCDA and GIS to select solar farms were very useful in making better decisions. In that
study, the analytic hierarchy process method was used in the MCDA analysis where the study
area was classified into four different classes (low suitable, moderate suitable, suitable and
best suitable area). He concluded that MCDA was a good method to select locations
although, the criteria and weights applied must be considered uncertain. Hence, in real
projects, big time and efforts must be spent on identifying most proper criteria and consult
with domain experts on finding appropriate weights.
Results obtained from the three different methods show that each region produced is either
similar or different from each other. A closer look at the pixel values found within each
region explains the difference in each region in the different methods. Pixel values found in
regions show that few pixels outside the threshold value may had been selected in the visual
interpretation method. Pixel values from 180 to 250 where found in this area. This is as a
result of the operator´s visual acuity. The operator may have selected these values with the
intension that the pixel falls within the accepted threshold value (200 to 255). Due to the
visual acuity of the operator, lower pixel values may have been selected. The regions in the
visual interpretation method covers a bigger area with different pixel values which results in a
high sum of pixel value and thereby is classified as high suitability area when compared with
the same region in the seeding method. Pixel values in the regions in the seeding method falls
within the accepted threshold value of between 200 and 255. Pixel values within this region
were few in numbers, thereby resulting in a low sum in pixel values, classifying the location
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as low suitability area. Comparing the result obtained in the suitability values, the seeding
method covers higher suitability values when compared with the visual interpretation method.
In both methods, region 2 and 3 have high suitability value. It is seen that from the pixel
values found within this region, more values within the threshold values where selected.
More pixels with values of 250 and greater were found in the two different regions. This
increased the suitability values when the pixel values where calculated.
The two different methods used in the neighborhood methods (mean statistics and majority
statistics) produced different suitability in all the regions. Region 2 and 3 produced higher
suitability as compared to other regions. Region 2 and 3 in the mean statistic, covers locations
that have pixel values higher than 250 pixels. These regions have a higher suitability due to
the sum of pixel values is high. The majority statistics show that most of the values found
have lower pixel values (less than 250), thereby reducing the suitability in this method.
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6 Conclusions and Recommendation
6.1 Conclusion
The selection of suitable locations to build residential houses can be best achieved by the
combination of GIS and MCDA. The municipality hardly uses MCDA in selecting locations
suitable for building residential houses. The method of using the certain criteria such as land
owner, environmental factors, valuable green area, cultural heritage and physical boundaries
(roads and utilities) surrounding the landed property as factors in selecting suitable area is not
only a technical method of selecting suitable area to build residential houses. Certain
locations may have positive aspects in terms of the land owner, environmental, cultural
heritage and physical boundaries, but in terms of the soil type, the direction of slope and the
land use type it may become a problem selecting such areas as suitable areas.
One of the major aims of this research is to show possible locations where residential houses
can be built which is of great importance to the municipality. Different factors and constraints
were combined to produce an MCDA result. Weights were selected and multiplied with these
factors and then multiplied with the constraint map. As two out of the four different soil
types found within the study area were considered good for building residential houses,
residential houses can be built along the northern part of the study area, the southern part and
the western part of the study area. The combination of the MCDA map with proximity
analysis provided an extra flittering to select locations where residential houses can be built.
These locations are close to existing infrastructures such as road, health care centre and
shopping malls. However, the weights and factors used in this projects must be considered to
be very uncertain. Three different methods where used to determine locations of suitability
within the study area. The visual interpretation method was used to select locations of
suitability within the study area. In this method, two classes where identified, namely, low
suitability areas and high suitability areas.
GIS technology combined with MCDA has proved to be as a useful tool in determining the
best locations to build residential houses. The combination of these two technologies has
been of tremendous help in the selecting of suitable locations to build residential houses. The
combination of different factors and constraints has produced better ways of selecting
suitable areas. This study has helped understand that MCDA is a useful tool in selecting
suitable location in any area within the municipality. Planners can make effective use of this
technology to reduce the problem they face in selecting possible locations to build residential
houses. The use of GIS and MCDA will be helpful to the municipality in the future in making
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more informed decisions. Selection of suitable area can be done in different ways. Three
different methods were used (visual interpretation method, seeding method and
neighbourhood methods). From the analysis carried out, result shows that more highsuitability areas can be found using the seeding method than the visual interpretation method
or the neighbourhood method. The seeding method is the preferred method to be used in
selecting locations of high suitability areas compared with the visual interpretation method or
the neighbourhood method. However, there are other methods that exist and have not been
used in this study that could be tried and produce better results.
6.2 Recommendation
As stated, only physical factors were considered for the decision for choosing the best
location to build houses. There are other factors that could be important to and be used to
determine best locations to build houses. The area of suitable area of any location is the first
step to determine the housing density of any site location. The types of buildings to be built
on the said property depends on setbacks and the property laws guiding the municipality. A
better understanding of the property being built, the property divisions, community facilities
or rights of way must also be well understood when determining the housing density. Further,
I recommend that the municipality pay attention to the following:
•

MCDA can be utilized in selecting possible locations to build residential
houses.

•

Of the methods that have been tested in this study, seeding methods seems be
preferred method to identify areas of high suitability.

•

Different weights in determining the MCDA map should be tested.

•

Considerations of other factors and constraints that can help determine
possible location to build residential houses such as social, economic,
environmental factors must be considered.

•

Social facilities and amenities such as schools, parks etc. should be
considered.

•

Other infrastructures such as power, water network can be added as factors in
deciding best locations to build residential houses.

•

Other methods of selecting suitability can be tested.
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Appendices
Appendix 1 Table 1: Coordinate of Elevation points
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

X
185401.083
185451.932
185644.794
186080.718
186148.558
186029.491
186079.995
186172.378
186157.983
186150.213
186152.784
186133.508
186148.046
186099.773
186092.512
186089.804
186070.789
186027.834
185791.232
185707.686
185627.399
186172.904
186100.389
186154.531
185884.020
186171.903
186109.854
186151.638
186146.959
185658.476
186037.653
185625.730
186168.777
186142.504
186130.651
185542.879
185825.802
186126.330
186134.145
186170.314
186040.766
185711.515
185946.116

Y
6725739.527
6725627.405
6725923.295
6725358.851
6725072.648
6724765.470
6725427.715
6725209.714
6725154.717
6725150.354
6725138.830
6725126.398
6725117.896
6724950.997
6724953.346
6724937.612
6724864.331
6724787.776
6725670.910
6725067.759
6725907.565
6725224.623
6725425.341
6725556.338
6725634.023
6725273.001
6725461.132
6725488.091
6725477.309
6725535.400
6725634.351
6725311.371
6725296.762
6725347.794
6725408.596
6725706.117
6725327.566
6725437.054
6725354.000
6725285.046
6725784.548
6725587.648
6725371.892

Z
36
36
29
40
40
40
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
36
39
30
42
42
42
38
43
43
43
43
36
38
37
45
45
45
37
39
44
44
44
38
37
38

ID
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86

X
185954.432
186135.937
186141.449
186154.014
186110.813
185947.775
185993.403
185800.793
185963.771
185956.497
185848.661
185941.488
185716.026
185664.147
185729.570
185676.327
185882.976
185866.033
186024.942
186079.703
186082.650
185920.492
185962.935
186025.897
185830.684
185657.662
185731.463
186054.820
185877.483
185896.545
185801.163
185681.203
185946.502
185933.202
186009.282
185998.861
185906.349
185801.398
185806.510
185844.095
186071.794
185670.237
185875.187

Y
6725106.848
6725377.040
6725360.018
6725342.909
6725025.636
6725763.647
6725223.360
6725305.204
6725645.361
6725149.313
6725587.525
6725773.709
6725652.654
6725654.354
6725135.771
6725412.338
6725912.000
6725912.081
6725415.632
6725359.199
6725013.248
6724860.545
6725552.399
6725468.831
6725643.215
6725728.570
6725491.124
6725158.315
6725392.758
6725657.747
6725491.773
6725475.895
6724963.432
6725648.258
6725173.706
6725740.853
6725266.713
6725681.337
6725745.808
6725366.905
6724886.575
6725251.932
6725477.143

Z
39
46
46
46
41
39
38
40
39
40
37
40
38
38
38
37
35
35
40
40
41
39
38
42
37
38
37
40
40
38
39
36
40
38
39
39
39
37
37
40
41
38
37

ID
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127

X
185845.410
185810.470
185720.500
185505.840
185970.520
186004.810
185922.260
185691.220
185669.530
185941.410
185803.890
185637.120
185869.110
186125.030
185491.520
185561.180
185616.500
185682.660
185867.270
186035.210
185786.040
185781.240
185933.330
186006.150
185959.110
185750.650
185864.360
185922.490
185834.680
185761.710
186055.920
185933.350
185841.020
185988.150
185777.190
185921.890
186099.090
185768.080
185688.280
185846.490
186114.820

Y
6725706.610
6725559.350
6725506.440
6725630.320
6725302.854
6725926.385
6725912.365
6725867.556
6725877.584
6725017.354
6725249.453
6725892.252
6725384.618
6725468.384
6725741.932
6725388.257
6725502.885
6725720.483
6724983.120
6725401.540
6725091.887
6725736.123
6725581.351
6725844.684
6725233.428
6725555.264
6725462.515
6725007.220
6725092.360
6725852.887
6725156.984
6725256.825
6725601.703
6725656.541
6725148.486
6724938.765
6725554.622
6725366.430
6725175.845
6725586.802
6725014.211

37

Z
36
38
36
36
38
34
34
34
33
40
41
32
41
43
36
36
36
36
39
41
39
36
38
38
38
39
37
40
39
35
41
38
36
38
39
39
44
38
38
38
42

Appendix 2 Factor maps created.

Figure 1: Sandy till and Bedrock
(Soil factor map)

Figure 3: Cleared area and Unhealthy vegetation
(Land Use factor map)

Figure 2: High slope and medium slope
(Slope factor map)

Figure 4: Southern and South East Direction
(Aspect factor map)
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Appendix 3 Constraint maps created

Figure 5: Low lands

Figure 7: Other directions than south

Figure 6: Peat soil and Gravel

Figure 8: Forest Area
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Appendix 4 Extra filtering, soil type, land use type.

Fig 9: Aspect map

Fig 11: Land use classification

Fig 10: Soil type found withing the study area

Figure 12: Slope map
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Figure 13: Study area showing locations with
Figure 14: Study area showing
high Suitability to build
locations with high Suitability
residential houses (Health care and Road Buffer)
build residential houses
(Healthcare and Shopping Mall Buffer)

Appendix 5 Pairwise comparision

Figure 15: factor map
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Appendix 6 Procedure to determine housing location by Gävle municipality

DEVELOPER SENDS PROPOSALS TO THE MUNCIPALITY ON THE TYPE OF
HOUSES ON THE SAID LOCATION

SIZE OF PROPERTY

ENIVIRONMENTAL
FACTOR

LAND OWNER

VALUABLE GREEN

AREAS

PHYSICAL BOUNDARIES
(ROADS, WATER ETC).

CULTURAL HERITAGE

Figure 16: Procedure to determine housing location by Gävle municipality
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